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Abstract

An investigation into the physical shape and size of mature, oceanic, tropical, deep
convective clouds is conducted. A previously developed CloudSat data-partitioning
methodology is used that separates components of cloud objects and measures their
various length scales. In particular, the cloud objects are divided into a lower “pedestal”5

region on which the upper-level “anvil” region sits. Mean cloud objects are discussed
in the framework of this morphological partitioning. For single-core clouds, the mean
cloud has an anvil width of 95 km, a pedestal width of 11 km, and an anvil thickness of
6.4 km. The number of identified convective cores within the pedestal correlates pos-
itively with certain cloud length scales and morphological attributes of cloud objects10

such as anvil width. As the number of cores increases, the width of cloud objects is
observed to grow. Pedestal width is shown to regress linearly to anvil width when a
2/3rd power scaling is applied to pedestal width. This result implies a decrease in the
anvil width to pedestal width ratio with growing pedestals and an equivalence between
the mass convected through the pedestal top and that into the anvil. Taller clouds are15

found to be wider. Some of the results obtained using the CloudSat methodology are
also examined with a large-domain radiative-convective equilibrium numerical simula-
tion and are found to exhibit similar trends when modeled. Finally, various CloudSat
sampling issues are discussed in several appendices.

1 Introduction and background20

Much of the basic study of deep convective cloud scales in the tropics has focused
on squall lines and clusters (see Houze and Betts, 1981; Chen et al., 1996; Mohr and
Zipser, 1996; Liu and Zipser, 2013) – the events that produce the majority of rainfall and
have the greatest impacts on communities but which happen much less frequently than
more benign, ordinary deep convection. Tropical meteorology is primarily composed of25

unremarkable oceanic, deep convection, which is only unremarkable because of its
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high frequency. Riehl and Malkus (1958) famously recognized this more than 50 years
ago, but it has not been until recently with the launching of various high-resolution
satellites that the study of a large number of deep convective clouds over a long time
period has become possible.

In a previous paper, Igel et al. (2014) suggested that examining the length scales5

of convective elements was both a novel and instructive endeavor. They discussed
how these length scales of convection related to the climate impacts of deep, tropical,
oceanic convection by examining trends in convective scales with respect to sea sur-
face temperature (SST). Herein, the entire population of deep convective clouds will
be treated equally because the objective of this paper is to quantify convective cloud10

scales in an effort to elucidate internal aspects of the nature of all convection. Thus,
the paper will have two main themes. The first is to assess various convective scales
and their interrelationships. The second is to use these interrelationships to shed light
on convective dynamics. At the behest of Mapes (1997), it will be stated explicitly, that
“scales” is used throughout this paper to mean “physical dimension”.15

Several investigations of convective scales occurred in the early days of the study of
tropical convection. Between the landmark field campaigns of the Global Atmospheric
Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) (National Academy of
Sciences, 1971) and Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment (TOGA-COARE) (Webster and Lukas, 1992) as well as later in20

KWAJEX (Yuter et al., 2005) and earlier (Malkus and Riehl, 1964; Holle, 1968; Lopez,
1976), much was determined about the size and shape of tropical convection (Houze
and Cheng, 1977; Houze 1982; Rickenbach and Rutledge, 1997; Johnson et al., 1999;
Cetrone and Houze, 2006). This was achieved primarily through photogrammetric and
radar analysis. What these local area studies and larger campaigns lacked funda-25

mentally, though, was broad spatial and temporal coverage. Even when combined,
GATE and TOGA-COARE covered less than 1 % of the global tropics. These works
also tended to focus on the entire population of cumulus convection from shallow to
deep cloud systems. Analyzing data with this focus rightfully points out the importance
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of shallow convection to the entire population but fails to adequately detail the charac-
teristics of deep convection given its comparative infrequence (Wood and Field, 2011).
Other studies have tended to focus on the scales of various tropical mesoscale con-
vective systems (MCS). While such systems can greatly impact communities due to
their intensity, they only make up a small portion of the cloud population. The research5

presented here will focus on cataloguing the length scales of tropical deep convection
that occurs up scale of frequent, trade wind convection and down scale of synoptic
clusters of convection. That being said, MCSs are not excluded from the dataset. The
clouds composing the dataset occur over all tropical oceans during the first 5 years of
the CloudSat mission, 2006–2011. As in Igel et al. (2014), a cloud object approach will10

be used. This kind of technique has been utilized recently in a number of ways (e.g.
Nesbitt et al., 2006; Bacmeister and Stephens, 2011; Riley et al., 2011; Dias et al.,
2012). The goal behind using such a technique is to isolate individual clouds from the
larger-scale environmental meteorology. It also allows for thorough statistical analysis
by combining information from many individual clouds. The strength of the statistics15

provides for a variety of quantities to be treated as both independent and dependent
variables through this paper.

Some of the first measurements of cloud sizes came out of GATE and were of radar
reflectivity area, echo top heights, and echo-region longevity (Houze and Cheng, 1977).
TOGA-COARE results showed the ubiquity of isolated convection as it was present20

48 % of the time through the 80 day campaign (Rickenbach and Rutledge, 1997). How-
ever, even after these two campaigns, a thorough detailing of many potential length
scale characteristics of these ubiquitous clouds is still lacking in the literature. The
discussions that do exist tend to be limited by temporal, spatial, or instrument con-
straints, or study scope (Machado et al., 1993; Mapes and Houze, 1993; Masunaga et25

al., 2006). This may be partially a function of radar domain sizes. The results of Igel
et al. (2014) would seem to suggest why. In that study, it was found that many tropical
convective cloud objects are too large to fit in a single ship-borne radar’s domain. This
idea would certainly be consistent with both the truncation of areal coverage data in
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Houze and Cheng (1977) and with the first author’s experience operating a radar on
board the R/V Revelle during the recent Dynamics of the Madden–Julian Oscillation
(DYNAMO) campaign (Zhang et al., 2013). Given these limitations, one of the goals of
this study is to examine length scales of tropical convection with a new tool well suited
to the task for the generation of a global database.5

In addition to listing the scales of tropical, deep convection, the results in this pa-
per demonstrate the ways in which convective cores and anvils are related. Results
show their mutual growth and interactions. Li and Schumacher (2011) suggested that
large-scale areal coverage of anvils and of convecting regions are related in the trop-
ics, with more convective coverage yielding larger anvil coverage. Figure 18c from their10

manuscript, together with a linear regression through the local maxima of their data
suggest a nearly one-to-one relationship of regional anvil coverage to regional convec-
tive coverage for convection over tropical oceans. Feng et al. (2012) also note some-
what similar behavior. The applicability of these ideas to individual clouds will be tested.
It will be shown here that the relationship between anvils and cores among single-core15

and multi-core convective storms behave in similar and dissimilar ways and that the
differences arise transitionally rather than abruptly as the number of cores increases. It
is hoped that by analyzing scales of convection that simple, theoretical insight may be
gained regarding the nature of tropical deep convection. Establishing these theoretical
ideas is the ultimate goal of this study.20

This paper is organized as follows. A brief summary of the methods to be used is
given. Then an examination of convective scales is conducted, and relationships be-
tween various components of tropical, deep convection are discussed. The analysis of
scales begins with an examination of an average cloud, then moves to morphological
trends with increasing “pedestal” width and anvil height, and then to a description of25

cloud structure. Finally some conclusions will be offered on the nature of convective dy-
namics in the tropics as revealed by examining these scales. Where applicable, these
ideas are assessed with a model.
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2 Methods

While a thorough description of the methodology is included in Igel et al. (2014) hence-
forth to be referred to as IDV14, a brief description of the data subset produced by our
CloudSat subsampling and cloud object isolation technique is included here. 94 GHz
nadir-pointing cloud radar data from CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2008) are used to iden-5

tify deep convective clouds. Data are taken from the daytime overpass to avoid certain
granule issues. Reflectivity, cloud class, and cloud mask thresholds were applied to the
data and pixels not meeting these thresholds were shorn away in order to create what
have been dubbed, cloud objects. These are regions of contiguous pixels identified as
a single cloud object. The regions are then run through a suite of objective analysis10

tools in order to measure their physical properties and to ensure that they exhibit cer-
tain shape characteristics indicative of deep convection. For example, IDV14 are able
to separate deep convective “anvils” from their parent “pedestal”. The pedestal is the
narrower region of the cloud below the anvil. Briefly, this separation was determined
by finding local minima in the second vertical derivative of object width. Such a tech-15

nique is able to determine the level at which convection quickly begins to widen with
height. The height at which this occurs in a cloud object is termed the “anvil cutoff
height”. The methodology requires that an anvil cutoff be found for an object to be in-
cluded in the database. Further, IDV14 require than the anvil be at least 50 % wider
than the pedestal in order to ensure cloud objects are mature. An attempt to count the20

number of “convective cores” within pedestals is made. In reality, these are just local
maxima in reflectivity that may or may not have an active updraft although the results
of Li and Schumacher (2011), in which TRMM and CloudSat data are compared, sug-
gest accuracy in the method used here. Reflectivity maxima from ground-based radar
are often assumed to mark the position of updrafts (Houze, 1993; Yuter et al., 2005;25

Luo et al., 2008). Regardless of what physical entities are actually being measured by
recording the number of reflectivity maxima, this method should indicate the level of
inhomogeneity within the pedestal which is hopefully indicative of the number of cores.
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Data are included only if they are tropical (30◦ S to 30◦N) and if the entire object
is over ocean. Over 22 000 cloud objects meet the specified requirements and are
included in the data analyzed here. Length scales are defined as follows. Cloud top
and bottom heights are the heights of the highest and lowest points of the clouds
object, respectively. Anvil width is the distance between the two horizontally-farthest5

apart ends of the cloud object. Pedestal width is calculated as the sum of the width
of cloudy pedestal columns and excludes clear columns below anvil base. It’s worth
noting that the measured anvil cutoff is primarily a measure of the height at which the
object transitions in the vertical from pedestal-like, nearly constant width with height, to
anvil-like, wide and overhanging clear air or pedestal, characteristics. The cutoff height10

may not reflect the anvil base height away from the pedestal especially if ice particles
fall out from anvil base away from the pedestal. Details are included in IDV14.

When relevant, the results presented in Sect. 3 will be limited to small, isolated con-
vective events by screening the database for cloud objects with few (1 or 2) cores or
narrow (<25 km) pedestal widths. However, other results will necessarily include cloud15

objects from this scale all the way up to large multi-cellular cloud clusters or mesoscale
convective systems since no upper limit on length scales is applied. The goal of the
analysis though will be to focus on the most highly populated, smaller scale clouds
of the dataset. These objects have often only one or two cores within their pedestals.
They have well-developed anvils as a requirement of IDV14, but are unlikely to have20

organized mesoscale structures. However, as is ultimately demonstrated here, focus-
ing on just the smallest, most frequent deep convective clouds is not necessary as
clouds appear to grow smoothly from small to large objects. Several sampling issues
are discussed in the appendices.

2.1 The radiative–convective equilibrium simulation25

Later in this paper, the results from a large-domain cloud resolving model simulation
will be compared to those obtained from CloudSat. The simulation is conducted with
the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) (Pielke et al., 1992; Cotton et al.,
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2003; Saleeby and van den Heever, 2013) model. The model is integrated forward for a
sufficient time such that it achieves a statistical equilibrium (all atmospheric energy and
moisture tendencies are negligible) often referred to as a state of radiative-convective
equilibrium (RCE) (Manabe and Strickler, 1964). The model is run with a fixed ocean
SSTof 300 K and utilizes bulk surface flux parameterizations. A horizontal grid spacing5

of 1 km is used and 65 vertical levels are employed, which is more than sufficient to
meet the moisture resolution requirement of Tompkins and Emanuel (2000). The model
is run with a very large number of points in a “canyon” type configuration (Tompkins,
2001) with 3000 “zonal” and 200 “meridional” points. While only 200 km in one direction
is rather small to resolve all possible cloud scales, the 3000 km direction allows for10

more complex, large-scale structures. Periodic lateral boundary conditions are used.
RAMS has been used for RCE simulations in the past to understand varous aspects
of convective dependencies on, for example, radiation (Stephens et al., 2008), aerosol
(van den Heever et al., 2011), and surface temperature (Posselt et al., 2012). This
simulation is discussed more fully in Igel et al. (2015), and will be used here simply as15

a confirmation of an idea that links pedestal and anvil behavior.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 The average cloud

The goal inspiring this study is to quantitatively describe the physical length scales of an
average, deep, oceanic convective cloud. Figure 2 shows a composite of all single core20

cloud objects. IDV14 contains an explanation of how this figure is constructed. Briefly
though, Fig. 1 illustrates the percent of cloud objects that would overlap if all cloud
object pedestals were centered at the same place in time and space. It might also be
thought of as the relative percent of clouds reaching a certain size. The composite point
is at the pedestal center below the base. This overlap percentile composite represents25

the average, approximately symmetric cloud object from the data set at each percentile
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threshold. Due to the high variability of cloud object shape, percent values are low. The
figure is mostly for visualization of the data and trends therein, and it should not be
taken as precisely numerically indicative. The most surprising aspect of this composite
is both the width and depth of the anvil. Table 1 includes the statistics of the aver-
age cloud as computed using the entire dataset. The mean pedestal width is ∼11 km5

which is broadly in keeping with mostly graphical (i.e. not specifically enumerated) re-
sults from early studies (e.g. Zipser, 1977; Leary and Houze, 1979; Rickenbach and
Rutledge, 1997) although this value dwarfs the measured updraft widths of LeMone
and Zipser (1980) which tended to be on the order of 1 km. Both the mean and median
pedestal widths are approximately 11 km. Mean anvil width is 95 km, which is much10

larger than many radar studies would be able to measure consistently, given that for
a 250 km radius radar domain, a pedestal would need to be centered within 205 km
of the radar to contain the entire anvil or within the inner 67 % of the domain. In fact,
95 km very nearly fits the minimum threshold of 100 km to be referred to as a “cloud
cluster” in the GATE nomenclature (Houze, 1982), despite this being the average for15

single core clouds. Interestingly, anvils of ∼100 km (or greater) horizontal scale would
be difficult to observe visually as the anvil would stretch beyond the horizon. Also, many
ground-based radars may not be especially sensitive to the types of particles making
up the anvil.

One of the striking results is the similarity of anvil and pedestal depths (cutoff height20

in Table 1). There is seemingly no universal conclusion drawn on this subject from
the literature (Zipser, 1977, and citations therein). The measured anvil depth (6.4 km)
falls within the range of these early observations of anywhere between 1 and 10 km.
The inner two-quartile ranges of sizes in Table 1 are often quite large compared to the
mean.25

An “average cloud” may also be examined for those cloud objects with 2 cores. The
mean 2-core pedestal width is almost exactly twice that of the single-core. The anvil
width of two-core systems is larger, but not greatly so. As shown in Table 1, cloud top
height, anvil cutoff height plus anvil depth, increases with two cores as cloud objects
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can presumably grow more easily in the vertical with two cores than with one. The
three-or-more core results broadly follow the same trends. Interestingly, the pedestal
width of each object divided by its number of cores, a crude measure of the width of
convective cores, is ∼12 km per core and remains nearly constant as the number of
cores increases.5

The composite image of cloud objects with 2 or more cores (Fig. 1) is much wider and
appears to exhibit structural characteristics consistent with MCSs (Houze, 2004). It has
a wide pedestal and deep anvil across a wide range of percentiles unlike the single cell
composite. The highest overlap percent is centered in the mid-troposphere, whereas
in the single core composite it is centered in the lower troposphere. This result shows10

the comparative similarity of mid-level structures in multi-celled clouds compared to
single cells and may imply differences in the updraft structure as described by Luo et
al. (2008). The statistics bear out a colder cloud top and wider anvil. The causes and
implications of some of these results will be revisited later.

Interestingly, pedestal top or anvil base (cutoff) height stays almost constant from15

one to two to potentially many core systems, although there is a statistically significant
difference in the population of lower cutoff heights in the three-or-more core clouds
than either the single or double core clouds as determined by a two-sided t-test at a
95 % confidence level. However, it is primarily the anvil depth that changes in such
a way as to increase the total cloud object height as core number increases. These20

trends hint at different roles for cloud objects with different core numbers. Single-core
clouds have an anvil area that is already ∼30 % as wide as the 3-or-more-core cloud
objects. Assuming constant mass flux per core, the small increase in anvil width with
increasing core number would imply much more detrainment into the environment per
amount of convective mass flux for single core cloud objects than for multi-core cloud25

objects. Perhaps this helps to explain why single-cell clouds often precede multi-cell
clouds (e.g. Leary and Houze, 1979). Single-cell clouds might moisten the environ-
ment because they flux proportionally too much mass out of their anvils (i.e. perhaps
they have low precipitation efficiency [the ratio of liquid/ice precipitated to that of vapor
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fluxed through the cloud base (Cotton et al., 1995)]); then, multi-cell clouds could form
in the newly moistened environment from where they may rain out the excess vapor
(i.e. perhaps they have high precipitation efficiency). The dynamics of this evolution
are unclear from this study, but the concept is logically consistent from a system per-
spective. These ideas have been suggested previously and are conceptually coherent5

with studies showing the importance of MCSs to total rain production (e.g. Mohr et al.,
1999; Nesbitt et al., 2006; Rossow et al., 2013; Barnes and Houze, 2013).

3.2 Pedestal widths

In this section, details of trends in convective quantities with increasing pedestal widths
will be discussed. In order to help build the conceptual model of clouds that will be the10

result of this study, pedestal width necessarily will be treated here independently from
all other meteorological and morphological quantities with the assumption that the local
convection itself dictates its own pedestal width.

The basic trends in morphology with increasing pedestal width are shown in Table 2.
Unsurprisingly, the number of counted cores increases with pedestal width. In fact,15

many of the trends are conceptually consistent with increasing cores (as in the previous
section). That the anvil cutoff height characteristics are so similar between clouds with
pedestal widths less than 25 km and clouds with pedestal widths between 25 and 50 km
is noteworthy despite the other differences between these groups of clouds.

Anvil width tends to increase with pedestal width. To our knowledge, the way in which20

anvil and pedestald widths should be related has not been proposed in the literature
from either observations or theory. From Table 2, the mean pedestal width for clouds
at narrow pedestal widths (<25 km) is ∼13 % as wide as the corresponding anvil while
that of the wide pedestal width (>50 km) is ∼38 %. This result fits well with the latter
results presented in Sect. 3.1. Although it should be noted that the minimum anvil25

width is required to increase with pedestal width since the anvil must be wider than the
pedestal.
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Individual cloud object pairs of pedestal and anvil widths are plotted in Fig. 2a. Due
to the inclusion of a minimum detrainment index (Bacmeister and Stephens, 2011;
IDV14), cloud objects are required to have an anvil width to pedestal width ratio of at
least 1.5. There is considerable spread in the data shown in Fig. 2a given the large
number of cloud objects and many different evolutions of different clouds. Figure 2a5

is constructed to emphasize this spread; Fig. 3b (discussed next) is constructed to
emphasize the trend of the data. Despite the large vertical spread in the data, many
of the data points lie just above the cutoff of an anvil to pedestal width ratio of 1.5.
Consequently, a simple linear regression fit has a slope of 1.9 as shown in the dashed
gray line. The scatter of ratios of anvil width to pedestal width is shown in Fig. 2b.10

The figure shows that the mean ratio decrease as pedestal width increases. Table 2
implies the same result – the ratio of anvil width to pedestal width for cloud objects with
pedestal widths of less than 25 km is 7.4 while for the ratio of those larger than 50 km is
only 2.7. The change in ratio of anvil width to pedestal width suggests that as pedestals
grow, anvil overlaying clear air becomes a smaller portion of the total cloud width.15

Figure 3a shows a slightly different kind of regression fit for the data. The data are
binned logarithmically by pedestal width. The bins are logarithmically spaced to ac-
count for the relative paucity of data at high pedestal widths. The mean of anvil widths
within each bin is calculated. Then, powers of pedestal width are taken in an attempt
to linearize the data in order to better fit a simple linear regression. Pedestal width to20

the 2/3rd power was determined to yield the best correlation coefficient (for the lin-
earized data) for the available data and yielded the lowest mean square error (MSE).
The MSE and R squared values for pedestal width to the 2/3 power were better than
those of linear, logarithmic, or exponential fits by between 3 and 90 %. The residuals
of the regression were much better behaved for the 2/3 fit than for the linear or ex-25

ponential fits especially at low and high pedestal widths. These regressions were also
calculated for random subsamples of half the population of data multiple times to the
same conclusions. Figure 3b shows counts of data in pedestal width-anvil width bins.
The 2/3 power-law regression fit can be seen to approximate well the local population
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and general trend of the cloud objects. This implies that statistically, as a fraction of
the original width, anvil widths grows at a retarded rate relative to pedestal width. This
result is consistent with the results in the previous section. The anvil width is found to
depend on pedestal width in the following way

WA = 14 km1/3 ·W 2/3
P +19 km, (1)5

where W ’s are widths in meters, and subscripts A and P indicate anvil and pedestal
values, respectively. The ratio of WA to WP then becomes

WA

WP
=

14 km1/3

W 1/3
P

+
19 km
WP

(2)

which is monotonically decreasing as a function of pedestal width. Furthermore, it is
evident that Eq. (2) predicts very well the mean pedestal width-anvil width pairs in10

Tables 1–3. The non-zero intercept in Eq. (1) and in the regression fit in Fig. 2a indicate
a small amount of uncertainy in the selection of cloud objects and the limitations of
using data with discrete along-track resolution.

Let us introduce a useful thought experiment in order to explain this 2/3rd power, em-
pirical relationship. This derivation is not meant to be strictly applicable to any one cloud15

but to the ensemble growth of many clouds similar to the ensemble from which the 2/3
scaling was suggested. If a deep convective cloud can be thought of as a pedestal
that fluxes mass into an anvil, then a simple geometric construct can be imagined that
helps to explain this 2/3 parameter value. Assuming morphological isotropicity in the
mean, then a convective pedestal is approximately cylindrical with its axis oriented ver-20

tically. Neglecting any lateral organized detrainment or stochastic entrainment through
the sides of the cylinder, the cloud fluxes mass up through the depth and out through
the top of the cylinder. Thus, the total flux through the pedestal is

FP = ρπR2
Pw, (3)
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where FP is the mass fluxing out of the pedestal top, ρ is the air density, RP is the
pedestal radius, and w is the flux velocity. Anvils might be thought of as a spherical
balloon being filled by the mass fluxing out of the top of the core within the pedestal.
When integrated from the initial time of anvil genesis to some final time, its mass flux is

FA = ρ
4
3
πR3

A

/
∆t, (4)5

where FA is the anvil flux (total mass per total time) and RA is the anvil radius. Upon
equating the fluxes and performing some algebra, the expectant relationship between
anvils and pedestals is

RA =
3

√
3
4
w∆tR2

P =
3

√
3
4
w∆tR

2/3
P = αR

2/3
P (5)

where α is just the third root of the proportionality constants. For simplicity, the densities10

are assumed to be the same and hence to cancel in Eq. (5), but if they don’t, RA’s
functional dependence on RP is unchanged with α absorbing some factors of relevant
densities.

In the mean (see Table 1), anvils are much wider than they are deep and are non-
spherical. In such a case, an anvil may be assumed to be ellipsoidal with major axes15

in the horizontal plane and the corresponding flux relationship is

FA = ρ
4
3
πR1R2D/∆t (6)

with R1, R2, and D representing the different major axes, radius 1, radius 2, and depth,
respectively, of the ellipsoid. As long as each length continues to grow as any other
one of them does, such that, for example, R2 and D are both linear functions of R1,20

then R1 ·R2 (R1) ·D(R1) results in a third power of R1 and a functional 2/3 power may
reasonably hold. Assuming isotropicity, R2 is equal to R1. In the data, it turns out that D
is only a very weak function of R1 where R1 is taken to be one half the measured anvil
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width and D is the anvil depth (not shown but implied by Table 2). Of course, these
derivations are far from physically precise predictors of anvil growth for any one cloud.
The goal is only to derive the basic functional form suggested by the 2/3 scaling for
the entire population of clouds or at the very least to suggest why the mean anvil-to-
pedestal width ratio decreases as pedestals widen.5

A 2/3 scaling relationship seems to fit across a wide range of horizontal scales –
from single to many cored systems. Figure 4 shows the scaling relationship for just
single and double core cloud objects and for clouds objects with 4 or 5 cores in order
to assess its relevance across differing cloud systems. It is apparent from the figure
that a 2/3 scaling results in an approximately linear fit for both of these datasets. It10

would seem that the physics governing the interrelationship between pedestals and
anvils is somehow similar among differently organized clouds. The most significant
difference between the two lines in Fig. 4 is the range over which the bins occur. In

the region of pedestal width overlap, 11–70 km or (500 m)3/2–(1700 m)3/2, the means
of the data are very similar. The single and double core data exhibit weak gradients in15

the mean below 11 km or (500 m)3/2. This result is likely the consequence of narrow,
young anvils strongly growing before the cloud can develop an organized flow structure
and potentially from some contamination of the data by small pedestals convecting into
existing anvil cloud although these occur infrequently (IDV14).

These results may provide a possible explanation for the poor correlation between20

convective core (pedestal) coverage and anvil coverage presented in Li and Schu-
macher (2011) and Feng et al. (2012). These studies did not take into account the
power-law non-linearity observed here (or any), although what is being measured in
these previous papers is slightly different from what is being described here, even if the
aims are similar. While these other studies tended to focus on slightly larger objects25

than are the focus of this study, our results are inclusive of their scales.
Finally, the Appendices below contain a variety of geometric arguments concerning

sampling of clouds. These are especially relevant to the 2/3 scaling. Briefly, it is deter-
mined that off center sampling of cloud objects is unlikely to influence the form of the
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scaling but could influence the precise regression coefficients. It is also found that even
if cloudy regions are not horizontally circular, the numbers quoted herein are unlikely
to be far from the true characteristic horizontal length scales of convection.

3.3 Anvil top height

Tropical, deep convective clouds of all types contribute to both local and global scale5

circulations. Riehl and Malkus (1958) estimated the contribution of undiluted hot tow-
ers to the Hadley circulation. Gray (1973) and Houze (1982) considered the effects
of convection on regional circulations at the convective- and meso- scales. There is
currently no way to examine explicitly such responses to convection from any current
satellite since no earth observation platform provides any direct measure of air veloci-10

ties above the surface level either in cloud or clear air. An attempt will be made to infer
such contributions per cloud object by using the clouds as a simple diagnostic.

In convective circulations, air is forced upward through convective cores and then
outward through anvils (e.g. Riehl and Malkus, 1958; Emanuel et al., 1994). Deep con-
vection actually pushes upper tropospheric air through dynamic pressure perturbation15

(see next section). At first glance, it might be assumed that horizontally wider anvils
are more likely to contribute circulations farther from the updraft core than narrower
ones. That is to say, that it could be assumed that wide anvils are the result of and a
tracer of a cloud’s ability to influence the motion of air over a large area and therefore
could be an indication of the cloud’s contributing to large-scale, horizontal circulations.20

If this assumption, that in the ensemble mean, wider clouds are better able to influ-
ence upper level horizontal flow than narrower clouds, can be made, then other cloud
morphological quantities can be regressed against anvil width to determine their role
on large-scale circulations. Figure 5a shows the scatter of anvil widths and anvil top
height with the best-fit linear regression line. Figure 5b shows counts of cloud objects in25

cloud top height-anvil width bins. From the regressions in this figure, it would seem that
higher topped anvils are horizontally wider on average although the trend is weak. The
average cloud top height for a cloud with an anvil width of less than 100 km is 13.6 km;
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whereas for those wider clouds, the average top height is 14.8 km. So, it would seem
that wider, more organized cloud systems are better able to produce strong updrafts
and reach higher altitudes than narrower cloud systems. A similar result could be de-
duced from Cetrone and Houze (2006) who implicated subtle humidity increases as
resulting in larger overall clouds. Yuan and Houze (2013) also made analogous conclu-5

sions (wider and higher clouds). To first order, it would seem possible from Fig. 5 that
higher topped clouds can contribute more mass to large-scale circulations. Differences
in theoretical heating profiles between young and mature convection in which mature
convective heating exhibits a greater magnitude at high altitudes (e.g. Schumacher
et al., 2004) and between observed heating profiles of wide and narrow precipitation10

features (Liu et al., 2015) imply a similar result.

3.4 Comparisons to the simulation

It is worth testing some of these observationally derived conclusions against results
from the RCE simulation described above. In principle, none of the above results are
in any way built into RAMS. However, if the RCE simulation exhibits some of the same15

pedestal-anvil behavior, then a compelling case can be made that these results are
in some way fundamental to the physics of clouds at scales resolvable even at 1km
horizontal grid spacing.

3.4.1 2/3 scaling

To examine whether the RCE simulation exhibits a 2/3 scaling, a simple RCE object20

identification and anvil cutoff algorithm were implemented for the model output. Cloud
objects were defined to be contiguous cloudy grid boxes of total condensate mixing
ratios of greater than 0.01 g kg−1 that stretched from 1 km above the surface to 11 km
in order to be consistent with the CloudSat data. They are sampled along the long axis
of the simulation to yield 2-dimensional width-height cross-sections reminiscent of the25

CloudSat objects. An anvil cutoff height was determined for each RCE cloud object by
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subjecting each object to the cutoff algorithm (IDV14) used on the CloudSat objects
with only minor changes made to accommodate the different data. Results are shown
in Fig. 6. It can be seen that while a 2/3 scaling does exist in the simulation data, it
is less well constrained due, at least in part, to significantly fewer data samples from
the simulation than the observations. The range of cloud sizes for which this analysis5

is valid is much less than that observed by CloudSat due in part to limitations imposed
by the domain size. However, it is encouraging that such a relationship is evident in the
CRM simulation at all, and its suggestion helps to corroborate the observational result.
Because the model is run with a fixed SST of 300 K, the relationship shown in Fig. 3a
was recreated by limiting the CloudSat data to clouds with SSTs between 299.5 and10

300.5 K (not shown). The 2/3 fit remained appropriate.

3.4.2 Anvil dynamics

One of the primary goals of this study is to assess the physical links between convec-
tive pedestals and anvils. To help to form a direct kinematic link between pedestals and
anvils, a composite cloud has been made from the simulated output. Figure 7a shows15

the composite cloud vertical velocity field in colored contours and the median cloud out-
line in thick white. The horizontal dashed line indicates the mean level of the objectively
found anvil-cutoff height. The most striking result of this composite is the colocation be-
tween the maximum velocity and the anvil-cutoff height. Figure 7b show the horizontal
divergence implied by the vertical velocity composite in Fig. 7a. Through this appli-20

cation of anelastic continuity (for simplicity) it can be seen that horizontal divergence
occurs at all levels in the convective column above the vertical velocity maximum. Con-
sequently the base of the anvil occurs at the level of the velocity maximum as air is
dynamically forced outward above. Figure 7b shows that maximum divergence occurs
just below the tropopause layer (14–18 km) (Fueglistaler et al., 2009). The maximum25

in divergence might be a result of capping by the tropopause or neutral buoyancy pro-
cesses. Certainly this idea cannot be rebutted conclusively here. However, it could be
suggested that the vertical asymmetry in horizontal divergence is unlikely to result from
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cloud vertical velocity maxima colliding with a level of neutral buoyancy. In the tropics
where temperature profiles are rarely very far from moist-convectively neutral stability,
the level of neutral buoyancy is unlikely to be strictly deterministic. In fact, the results of
Takahashi and Luo (2012) suggest only a weak control by the level of neutral buoyancy
on tropical deep convection.5

Additionally, it could also be asked why the velocity maximum and anvil base, oc-
cur at the height that they do. We suggest it is the result of microphysics within the
pedestal. Previous investigations have shown that the mid-tropospheric velocity maxi-
mum in deep convection is the result of latent heating of deposition (Fierro et al., 2012;
Storer and van den Heever, 2013; McGee and van den Heever, 2014). This depo-10

sitional heating positively accelerates convecting air parcels. Figure 7c confirms this
assumption. The figure shows a composite of depositional heating rates from the RCE
simulation. It is important to remember that depositional heating results in an accel-
eration of the velocity field and so should be maximally important below the level of
peak velocity. Because of the accumulated acceleration due to deposition, the vertical15

velocity peaks at ∼8 km. Above the velocity peak, air begins to diverge thereby forming
an anvil.

3.4.3 Fixed lower-anvil temperature

In IDV14, it was shown that anvil base temperature remains fixed across different SSTs.
This response was dubbed the Fixed Lower-Anvil Temperature (FLAT) hypothesis. Pre-20

viously, it was suggested that some balance might exist at the lower edge of the anvil
between a variety of temperature-dependent diabatic processes that would keep mean
anvil base temperature constant across a wide range of deep convective clouds. The
RCE simulations seem to indicate that the arguments in IDV14 are potentially only
partially correct. The parameterized processes that control microphysical deposition25

onto ice species are strong functions of temperature in RAMS (Walko et al., 2000) and
reality (Wexler, 1977). Since deposition controls the anvil base height, and since tem-
perature controls deposition, it should be that temperature controls anvil base height.
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This temperature control would not depend on surface or climate conditions. The valid-
ity of FLAT could be further tested in the future by altering the temperature dependence
of deposition in RCE and other numerical simulations.

The mean height of the velocity maximum seen in these clouds is somewhat lower
than in recent observations by Heymsfield et al. (2010). The maximum is ∼9 km in the5

simulated clouds while at ∼10.5 km in the subset of oceanic clouds in their Fig. 7c.
Although, the results here are not dissimilar quantitatively or conceptually to those
presented in Mapes and Houze (1995) and Yuter and Houze (1995). However, much
of their convection seems to reach generally higher heights than the clouds in this
simulation which often top out around 14 km. Furthermore, the differences observed10

are only indicative of height, not temperature – which is the more important quantity
to the arguments being made for FLAT. Finally, it is noted that FLAT implies that the
total depth of anvils may not only be the consequence of mass building down from the
anvil top’s being capped by the tropopause or level of neutral buoyancy but also from
a bottom up process resulting from the convergence of mass at the midlevel velocity15

maximum.

4 Conclusions

The discussion above has focused on analyzing cloud scales from a unique CloudSat
dataset of mature deep convective clouds (IDV14). It was one of the goals of this paper
to list and discuss length scales of these clouds. The “average cloud” was discussed20

for single, double and many core clouds. Cloud sizes tended to be large, on the order
of tens to hundreds of kilometers, for the oceanic convection investigated here.

Another central goal of this paper was to better understand the interrelationships be-
tween and among various components of deep, convective clouds through the enumer-
ation of length scales. Of primary consequence was the scaling relationship exhibited25

between anvil and pedestal widths that was shown to follow potentially a 2/3 power.
Thus, anvils become progressively more underlain by pedestals as cloud width grows.
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This particular power led to the suggestion that deep convective clouds flux convective
mass through a cylindrical convective pedestal into a spherical (more likely, ellipsoidal)
anvil such that the 2/3 power is a fundamental result of 3 dimensional space. The
question then becomes to what extent this 2/3 scaling is predictive in the mean. If it
has any power to predict anvil width based on pedestal width, then a physically based5

anvil width parameterization scheme might be created. Of course, such a scheme could
only maximally be as accurate as the prediction of pedestal width. This avenue could
be something for modelers to consider. Anvil top height was subsequently examined in
an attempt to determine which kinds of tropical clouds (single-core or MCSs) are taller.
It was found that wider, more orgnized cloud objects generally obtain higher cloud top10

heights than narrower ones. Finally, some of these CloudSat results were compared
with results from a large domain RCE simulation. While the statistical fit was not as
good as for the observations, a 2/3 scaling was still apparent in the simulation data.
The temperature dependence of depositional growth of ice species was implicated as
a potential explanation for the FLAT response seen in IDV14.15

In concluson, these results demonstrate that as cloud pedestal width grows, a num-
ber of morphological and physical changes appear to occur in cloud objects. The anvil
widens but at a slower rate than the pedestal. The number of cores increases, the
cloud base height drops, and the cloud top rises. This theory, the stretched building
block hypothesis (Mapes et al., 2006), is, in contemporary understanding, well estab-20

lished locally. However, this study, which utilizes 5 years of tropics-wide observational
data, serves to illustrate the theory’s applicability to the global tropics. Finally, it was
suggested that as pedestal width grows, individual cloud objects become increasingly
influential to circulations and precipitation – a result that also complements contempo-
rary theory.25
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Appendix A: Off-center sampling

It has been implicitly assumed throughout the analysis that CloudSat’s curtain-type
sampling of clouds does not introduce any biases in the data. In this appendix, we
will show that the effects of sampling along track do not affect greatly the kinds of
relationships derived above.5

It has been assumed throughout this manuscript that clouds objects are quasi-
circular in the horizontal and it will be assumed here. Figure A1 shows a potential
anvil/pedestal combination in plan view. The outer circle is meant to trace the edge of
the anvil; the inner circle traces the pedestal edge. The radii of the pedestal and anvil
are labeled as Rp and Ra, respectively. Thus, the true anvil radius to pedestal radius10

ratio is Ra /Rp for the object in the figure. The gray lines labeled A–D represent possi-
ble CloudSat orbits that would sample this cloud object. Transect A would not yield a
cloud object as it does not sample the pedestal. However B through D would result in
cloud objects. Each sample of this single cloud would yield a different pedestal to anvil
width ratio. But how important is this?15

Determining this is mathematically tractable. If the sampled radius of the cloud is
defined to be along the x axis, with the sampled pedestal distance defined as xp and
the sampled anvil distance defined as xp, then the equation of the circles defined by
Ra and Rp at any y value are:

Rp
2 = xp

2 + y2 and20

Ra
2 = xp

2 + y2.

Upon trivially rearranging and taking the ratio of xp to xp:

xp

xp
=

√√√√Ra
2 − y2

Rp
2 − y2

.
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Figure A2 shows the result of this equation for values of Ra and Rp of 100 and 50 km,
respectively. This results in an assumed ratio of Ra to Rp of 2-to-1. Values in Fig. A2
are normalized by this ratio (i.e. [xp/xp]/2). Curly braces will be used below to indicate
a value is normalized by the true ratio, Ra /Rp. The value of 2 in the figure exaggerated
the importance of sampling issues as the lower this ratio is, the higher the mean xp to5

xp since the ratio depends on the difference between Ra and Rp. It can be seen from
Fig. A2 that while the true Ra /Rp is 2 that the measured xp/xp is everywhere higher
than 2 {1}. However, for the lowest 90 percent of ratios the mean xp/xp is 2.4 {1.20}.
While for the lowest 50 percent of ratios, the mean xp/xp is only 2.1 {1.04}. This is
a mean high bias of only 10 % for the lowest 50 % of samples. But, a Ra /Rp of 2 is10

actually rather low. For a more physically relevant Ra /Rp of 10 like that of the “average
cloud” from above, the mean xp/xp below the 90th percentile is 12.8 {1.28}, and the
50th percentile mean xp/xp is only 10.7 {1.07}.

Given these values, it is possible to artificially resample our data. By creating PDFs
of all relevant real Ra /Rp and randomly sampling from among and within these dis-15

tributions to adjust our cloud objects, we get these new PDFs of pedestal widths and
anvil widths. Each data point is randomly sampled from within the PDF at values of xp
less than Rp. This process is run many times and new, synthetic data sets are created.
The new, raw datasets look similar to the original dataset except for an approximately
linear shift toward higher synthetic xp and lower xp/xp.20

For a wide variety of true Ra /Rp values, it can be shown that only the top 10 % of
xp/xp values are likely to be greatly affected by sampling biases. If these top 10 %
are synthetically eliminated from the dataset, a new scatter can be created. While the
precise regression fit changes to reflect the lack of high xp/xp’s (higher slope, lower

intercept), the linearity of a xp/x
2/3
p fit is little diminished. The biggest concern is that25

these measurement biases somehow yield an artificial 2/3 scaling in our data, but this
does not appear to be the case analytically or numerically.
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It will also be mentioned here that fractal theory would suggest that any cloud edge
is not perfectly circular (Lovejoy, 1982). Cloud area is a function of diameter as

A =
1.35
√

(πD)2

with the obvious functional deviation from the equation for a circle being the 1.35 power
root. The addition of this root would complicate our results. It would imply that the5

assumption of circularity becomes less good for larger cloud component widths. There
may be some evidence of this when the data is rank ordered. When extended out to
very large diameters (700 km), the linearity of the scattered data decreases.

Appendix B: Non-circular objects

There also arises the issue of non-circular but still geometric anvils in the horizontal10

plane. Cetrone and Houze (2006) state that their echo objects were often oriented at
±45◦ to the pole once only objects with an ellipsoidal axis ratio of 1.5 or greater had
been accounted for. The mean axis ratio of their ellipsoidal echo objects was 2.4. Liu
and Zipser (2013) find that ∼70 % of their precipitation features (approximately a “cloud
object” here) have axis ratios between 1.5 and 10. The radius measured of an ellipse15

at 45◦ to its major axis is

Rm =
√

2a2b2/a2 +b2

Upon applying the results of Cetrone and Houze (2006), Rm becomes 1.31. The area
of the actual echo object would be π ·2.4 whereas the implied circular area would be
π ·1.312 or π ·1.70. This means the circularity assumption could be off by as much as20

−40 % on average. However, if we assume the variance is such that the orientation
varies from 30 to 60 with regularity, then the assumption will be off by −53 to +10 %
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with radii factors or 1.26 to 2.63. Thus assuming anvils are circular is likely to under-
represent their area by ∼21 %. However, their measured radii should be decently rep-
resentative of the characteristics radius of any individual object. And again, it should be
reiterated that these calculations are for objects that are preselected to be ellipsoidal
and for mean not median values of axis ratios. So while admitting the potential bias in5

scales observable from the dataset developed in IDV14, it will be stated that only worst
case scenarios are likely to be of concern.
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Table 1. Means of various length scales as a function of the number of cores. 3+ signifies that
values are for cloud objects with 3 or more cores. The 25th and 75th percentile values are
included in parentheses.

Cores Pedestal Anvil Cutoff Anvil
Width (km) Width (km) Height (km) Depth (km)

1 11 (6, 13) 95 (33, 119) 7.2 (6.0, 8.3) 6.4 (5.3, 7.3)
2 20 (14, 25) 121 (50, 153) 7.3 (6.0, 8.4) 6.7 (5.7, 7.8)
3+ 116 (42, 148) 335 (156, 449) 7.1 (6.0, 8.1) 7.7 (6.6, 8.8)
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Table 2. Means of various length scales and number of cores as a function of binned pedestal
width. The 25th and 75th percentile values are included in parentheses.

Pedestal Mean Pedestal Anvil Cutoff Anvil Cores
Width (km) Width (km) Width (km) Height (km) Depth (km)

<25 14 (8.6, 18) 104 (39, 131) 7.2 (6.0, 8.3) 6.5 (5.4, 7.5) 1.6 (1, 2)
25–50 36 (30, 42) 175 (90, 217) 7.2 (6.1, 8.3) 7.2 (6.1, 8.2) 3.4 (3, 4)
>50 156 (74, 193) 414 (228, 529) 7.0 (6.0, 8.1) 8.0 (6.9, 9.1) 10.9 (6, 13)
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Figure 1. Overlap fraction for cloud objects of 1 (top), and 2 or more identified cores (bottom).
The compositing method is detailed in IDV14.
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Figure 2. (a) Scatter plot of cloud object anvil and pedestal width pairs up to 1 500 and 800 km,
respectively. The gray dashed line is a linear best fit to the data. The best fit has a slope of 1.9.
75 % of the population lies in low-valued pairs with pedestal widths less than 100 km and anvil
widths less than 500 km. (b) Scatter plot of the ratios of anvil width to pedestal width.
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Figure 3. (a) The black solid line illustrates the mean anvil width binned by pedestal width.
Error bars show the 95 % confidence interval for the mean. The gray dashed line shows the
linear best fit to the data. (b) 2-D histogram of data binned by anvil width and pedestal width.
The white line is the fit from (a). Note that abscissa is pedestal width to the 2/3 power and in
units of meters.
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Figure 4. The blue data are for cloud objects with 1 to 2 identified cores. The red data are
for those with 4–5 cores. Lines illustrates the mean anvil width binned by pedestal width. Error
bars show the 95 % confidence interval for the mean.
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Figure 5. (a) A scatter of cloud object pairs of anvil width and top height with a linear least
squares fit in the dashed line. (b) 2-D histogram of counts of data top heights and anvil widths
bins with the same linear least squares fit as (a) in white. The data have been truncated to the
region that exhibits frequent occurrences.
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Figure 6. Mean anvil width as a function of binned pedestal with to the 2/3rd power in black. A
linear fit is shown in the gray dashed line.
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Figure 7. (a) composite of vertical velocities in colored contours, 50th percentile cloud out-
line in white, and mean anvil cutoff height in black dashes. (b) composite of mean horizontal
divergence. (c) composite of mean depositional heating rates (K h−1).
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Figure A1. A potential plan view of a sampled cloud object with the outline of the convective
pedestal and anvil in the thick, black circles. These have actual radii of Rp and Ra, respec-
tively. Dashed, grey lines A–D are possible sampling tracks of CloudSat of this cloud object.
Coordinates are labeled with the x axis along the sampling path.
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Figure A2. The factor by which off-center sampling affect a cloud object with Ra of 100 km and
Rc of 50 km as a function of off-center distance.
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